LANCASHIRE Cat Club.
Judge Mrs. B Prowse.
9/3/2013.
Thank you to Chris and the team for the invitation to judge. I had a great day in the company of
Steve Parkin who stepped in to steward for me. I do hope we can work together again soon.
AC BIRMAN CH MALE
GR CC MRS V KEEPING’S CH BAYGAZER MYSTER CHOSAWAY (13c3) M 24/11/11 – Mature
Chocolate Point Birman of excellent size and shape. Body long and he stands on legs which are
medium in length on short strong paws. Skull is broad and rounded and his ears are medium in
size and spaced well apart. Eyes are almost round and medium blue in colour. Nose medium in
length with dip in profile. Cheeks nicely rounded. Coat is a good length and texture and he has a
full ruff. Coat showing slight surface shading. Points a good shade of chocolate. Gloves are
scalloped. Socks are medium in length. Gauntlets are a good length and tapered to finish just below
the point of the hock. Tail in proportion to his body. Slight brindling to face and tail.
RES GR CC MESDAMES COUPLAND & BROWN’S CH BROFIELD REDADAIR (13c5) M 3/9/11 –
Red Point Birman. Body is long and he stands on legs of medium length with short strong paws,
needs a little more weight, he is obviously a working boy. Skull broad and rounded with medium
sized ears which are spaced well apart. Almost round eyes of blue. Nose medium in length with the
required dip in profile. Cheeks full and round. Chin a little weak. Level bite. Coat long, silken in
texture with full ruff and breeches. Coat well prepared and of a pale cream. Matching red points
showing ghost tabby markings on face and legs. Symmetrical pure white gloves which finish at the
angle of the paws. Pure white socks which cover the entire back paws. Gauntlets tapering up the
back of the leg finishing just below the point of the hock. Bushy tail which is in proportion to his
body.
AC BIRMAN CH FEMALE
GR CC MR& MRS BROWN’S CH DALTEEMA TANZANITE (13c4) F 4/7/11 – Lilac Point of good
size and shape, body long and massive and she stands on medium length legs on short strong
paws. Broad and rounded head with good space between ears that are medium in size. Almost
round eyes of blue that are spaced well apart. Medium length nose with a slight dip in profile.
Good bite. Cheeks full and round. Pure white gloves that are symmetrical with pure white
matching socks. Good length to gauntlets Well-prepared magnolia coat showing no shading
whatsoever. Points colour a pleasing shade of lilac. Bushy tail which was in proportion to body.
2ND RES GR W/H MRS J POOL’S CH SARMOYAH ISABELLA (13c2) F 26/4/11 – Very pretty Blue
Birman. Body long and a good size standing on legs of medium length with short strong paws.
Head broad and rounded with ears that are medium in size and spaced well apart. Almost round
decidedly blue eyes. Nose medium in length with a slight dip in profile. Cheeks nicely rounded.
Points are blue grey with a bluish white coat which is well prepared. Pure white symmetrical
gloves, unfortunately she has a runner on the front left leg. She has pure white socks which cover
the entire paw. Good length to gauntlets. Tail bushy and in proportion to body.
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TORTIE SHADED CAMEO ADULT
BOB MISS K JOHNSON’S CH REMILAKAT SILKEN WINIFRED (51e) F 12/5/10 – Tortie Shaded.
Cobby in shape and standing low on the legs. Round head with good width between silvery
furnished ears. Round copper eyes. Short broad nose with good break and full black and pink
leather. Good bite. Face and legs evenly shaded with black and shades of red. Light undercoat with
correct depth of tipping. She has a silvery frill and her coat was well prepared. Tail in proportion
showing black and shades of red. A little grumpy today.
GOLDEN PERSIAN ADULT
1CC BOB MRS TURNER-RUSSELL’S PABLO PICASSO VOM ECKNACHTHAL (54) M 3/2/12 –
Golden much too pretty to be a boy. Very nice shape and size. Round head with good width
between neat well furnished ears. Round expressive emerald green eyes outlined in black. Short
broad nose with good stop and full brick leather lined in black. Nice level bite. Full cheeks, firm
chin. Well prepared coat, the undercoat is apricot deepening to gold. Chin, ear furnishings, stomach
and chest a pale apricot. Back, flanks, head and tail a warm shade of gold evenly tipped with black.
Tipping on the tail a little heavier. Paw to heel solid black. Tail short and bushy.
CREAM ADULT
1CC BOB MRS C KELLY’S STEPHADRI TOP GUN (17) M 14/12/11 – Cream who is well balanced
for type. Body is cobby in shape and he stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Head
round with good width between small rounded ears. Large round expressive copper eyes. Nose is
short broad and straight with full pink leather. Bite is level. Cheeks full with firm chin. Coat is a
lovely shade of cream and quite sound. Coat is dense, short and crisp showing ghost tabby
markings today. Tail is medium in length with rounded tip.
2ND MRS L BROWN’S CHARMODEN SIMPLY-HORRIS (17) M 6/11/11 – Cream. Body a little
rangy at present still needing to mature. He stands on short strong legs on paws that are round and
firm. Head is round with good width between ears that he needs to grow into. Large round orange
eyes. Nose is short, straight and broad with full pink leather. Level bite. Cheeks full with firm chin.
Coat is a pale toned cream; it is a little paler near the roots. Coat is dense, short and crisp. He has
quite obvious spotting at present. Tail is medium in length, thick with a rounded tip.
BLACK SILVER SPOTTED ADULT MALE
1CC MRS L SINKINSON’S MURU’S THE DUDE (30s) M 19/4/12 – Black Silver Spotted of excellent
size and shape. Body is cobby and he stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Round head
with nicely rounded cheeks and firm chin. Good width between small ears that are rounded at the
tips. Large round green eyes spaced nicely apart. Short nose which is broad and straight. Level bite.
Coat is short dense and crisp. Ground colour is silver with black Tabby markings. The head
markings are M to forehead, spotted whisker pads, spectacles and thumbprints to the ears. Body
and legs showing numerous oval shaped spots, around the shoulder areas the spots are elongated
and linked. Tail has numerous narrow rings with the tip of the tail being the same colour as the
markings. Very promising young man.
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BLACK SILVER SPOTTED ADULT FEMALE
BOB MRS L SINKINSON’S CH LOUREWZ MISS GUCCI (30s) F 16/9/10 – Black Silver Spotted of
excellent size and shape. Cobby body standing low on short strong legs with round firm paws.
Round head with full cheeks. Good width between small ears that are rounded at the tips. Large
round expressive green eyes spaced nicely apart. Short nose which is broad and straight. Level bite.
Firm chin. Coat is short dense and crisp. Ground colour is silver with black Tabby markings. The
head markings are M to forehead, spotted whisker pads, spectacles and thumbprints to the ears.
Body and legs showing numerous oval shaped spots, around the flanks the spots are elongated and
linked. Tail has numerous narrow rings with the tip of the tail being the same colour as the
markings.
ALSO CONSIDERED MRS L SINKINSON’S GR CH LIMATZ MISS SIXTY (30s) F 8/8/09 – Black
Silver Spotted of excellent size and shape. Cobby body standing low on short strong legs with
round firm paws. Round head with full cheeks and firm chin. Good width between small ears that
are rounded at the tips. Large round green eyes spaced nicely apart. Short nose which is broad and
straight. Level bite. Firm chin. Coat is short dense and crisp. Ground colour is silver with black
Tabby markings. The head markings are M to forehead, spotted whisker pads, spectacles and
thumbprints to the ears. Body and legs showing numerous oval shaped spots, around the shoulder
areas the spots are elongated and linked. Tail has numerous narrow rings.
Three very nice cats, difficult to choose BOB.
CREAM KITTEN MALE
1ST BOB MRS C JAY’SM JANSTAN LUCKY JIM (17) M 17/7/12 – Cream who is a good shape and
size. His body is cobby and he stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Head is round with
good width between neat rounded ears. Large round expressive copper eyes. Nose is short, straight
and broad with full pink leather. Level bite. Cheeks full with firm chin. Cream coat that is a little hot
in tone today; it is a little paler at the roots. Coat is a little long and soft today. He has some faint
spotting at the moment. Tail is medium in length with rounded tip.
CREAM NEUTER
BOB MR P PALMER’S GR PR ZINGFRO LEO (17) MN 26/7/06 – Cream who is a good size and
shape. Body is cobby and he stands on short strong legs. Head round with good width between
small rounded ears. Large round expressive copper eyes. Nose is short, straight and broad with full
pink leather. Level bite. Cheeks full with firm chin. Coat is a pale toned cream; it is a little paler at
the roots. Coat is dense, short and crisp. He has some ghost tabby markings. Tail is medium in
length with rounded tip. Knows a lot of swear words!

BLACK SILVER SPOTTED NEUTER
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1PC BOB MRS P KIDD’S GR CH MAKEWAYFOR KRESTAAMELIA (30s) FN 3/10/05 – Black
Silver Spotted of good shape and size, well balanced showing good depth of body. Cobby body
standing low on short strong legs with round firm paws. Large round head with full cheeks. Good
width between ears that are rounded at the tips and a little tall. Large round hazel eyes which are
spaced nicely apart. Short nose which is broad and straight. Good bite. Firm chin. Coat is short
dense and crisp showing slight tarnish on nose. Ground colour is silver with dense black Tabby
markings. Body and legs showing numerous oval shaped spots although the spots are elongated
and linked on the flanks. M to forehead, spectacles to eyes, thumbprints to ears and spotted whisker
pads. Spine lines well defined. Tail well ringed with the tip of the tail being the same colour as the
markings.
CHOCOLATE BURMESE KITTEN
1ST BOB MS E McGREEVY’S NEMOREZ ROCKON DOLL (27b) F 19/10/12 – Chocolate Burmese
who is medium in length, muscular and stands on slender legs on neat oval paws. Her head is in proportion
to her body and she has a short wedge which tapers to a blunt finish at the muzzle. She needs a little more
width between her cheekbones. Ears are a little large at present, she just needs to grow into them and she
holds them quite high. They are broad at the base and slightly tilted forwards. Eyes are set well apart, a good
size and chartreuse in colour. The top line of her eye slants towards her nose with the bottom line rounded.
Top of her head is slightly rounded and she has a distinct nose break followed by a straight nose which
finishes with the tip of the nose in the same vertical plain as her chin. Coat is a little long at present but it is a
good texture and does lie close to her body. Coat colour is a warm milk chocolate with lighter underparts.
Ears and face are slightly darker in shade. Tail is straight, medium in length, reaches the shoulders but
would like it to be a little thicker.

LILAC BURMESE KITTEN
1ST BOB MRS J WILSHAW’S ROSSIKHAN ANGELCAKE (27c) F 23/11/12 – Lilac Burmese who is
such a sweetie with a lovely Burmese expression, looks like butter would not melt in her mouth but
I know different. She is well grown for her age, her body is medium in size and she is heavier than
she looks. She stands on slender legs on neat oval paws. Her head is a short wedge tapering to a
blunt finish at the muzzle. She has a rounded forehead and good width between her ears which are
medium in size. Her eyes are yellow chartreuse and are set well apart. Her profile shows a gently
rounded brow with a distinct nose break followed by a straight nose with the tip of the nose in the
same vertical plane as the chin. Her coat is a little long at present but is a good texture. Coat is a
lovely dove grey lilac showing a definite pinkish cast, underparts are lighter and ears and face are
slightly darker.
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